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Introduction

Numerical Analysis & Scientific Computing

We focus on methods for approximating the solution to problems that have no simple, closed-
form solution.

Typically, the more work you put in, the more accurate the approximation to the correct an-
swer.

Often, there exist multiple methods to solve a problem; these methods will typically differ along
3 distinct axes:

• Speed

• Accuracy

• Robustness

Examples of these types of problems include:

• Solving a nonlinear equation, e.g. sin(x2) = ex − 2

• Approximating a function using a set of data points

• The definite integral of a ”nasty” function, e.g.
∫ b
a ex

2−2x dx

• Solving a large system of linear or nonlinear equations.

There are a variety of difficulties inherent to this work:

• Problems can be large, including systems of equations with millions / billions of unknowns

• Problems may be sensitive to small errors in data values

• Problems may be quite complex, requiring many computational operations to solve.

Algorithms – The tool of Scientific Computing

Most numerical methods require lots of simple calculations. While such ’grunt work’ is tedious
for humans, it is ideally suited for a computer.

Despite what you may think, computers are incredibly dumb. They only know basic logic and
arithmetic. Their power comes from their ability to hold lots of data and to do this work
correctly and quickly!
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While computers can seem smart, this is entirely due to algorithms provided by humans. Algo-
rithms are sequences of instructions that we supply to get the computer to do something worth-
while. Algorthms must be supplied using some form of syntax, that translates human-readable
language into computer-readable assembly code – this syntax is what we call a programming
language.

Think of an algorithm as a recipe:

• You can customize a recipe, often changing out ingredients for similar ones.

• While some steps can be performed in any order, others must be performed in the right
order to work

• If you leave some ingredient out, the cake will not rise (the progrma will not run correctly)

• Some things are just harder to make than others, so their recipes/algorithms are more
complex

• If you’re writing a recipe for someone else to follow, you cannot forget ingredients/steps/etc.,
or else theirs will not come out right.

• Nobody starts out as an excellent chef, and it takes hard work and practice to improve.

Examples of programming languages include: C, C++, Fortran, Java, Python, Matlab, Ruby,
. . .

We will use Matlab in this class for a variety of reasons:

• it is a scripted (as opposed to compiled) language, making it easier to experiment and
debug

• it is easy to learn

• it has tons of built-in functions

• it is the same in Windows, OS X, Linux, . . .

• it is the dominant programming language for many Engineering fields (and will be used
in multiple upper-level Math and Engineering courses here at SMU).

The other section of this class will use Python instead of Matlab. There are strengths/weaknesses
of each choice (e.g. Python is free and becoming increasingly popular), but I’m sticking with
Matlab to ease your transition to later courses here at SMU (very few upper-level courses in any
department use Python).
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